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                                        Breakdown Cover. Up to 40% off breakdown cover* for NHS
                                    
                                    Cover from £4.85 a month*


Purchase your cover online 
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                                Health Service Discounts ode cashback card
                                    
                                        Get Your ode Cashback Card Today. Start earning cashback at ASDA, M&S, IKEA & many more!
                                    
                                    Sign up for FREE* to get your ode cashback card. Start receiving cashback on your day-to-day spending at big brands such as Sainsburys, Waitrose, John Lewis, B&Q and loads more!




How does it work? - Just top up your ode cashback card, use it to pay in-store or online, as you would with your normal payment card, and start receiving cashback instantly** back into your wallet!
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                                        JD Sports. 10% off full price for NHS
                                    
                                    Exclusions apply
 Online only 
 Use code at checkout
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                                        Argos Clearance. Up to 50% off
                                    
                                    Home & Garden | TVs | Electricals | Toys & more
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                                    Jet2holidays
                                Jet2holidays - Great value holidays from £279pp + £25 extra NHS discount

    Book with confidence 
 Only £60pp deposit to secure your holiday + pay monthly

	Hot
	Exclusive
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                                    TUI
                                TUI Holidays for Heroes - Up to £100 NHS discount

    Discount valid on top of all TUI & First Choice package holiday discounts 
 Book with confidence + Flexible changes 
 
Valid NHS email address required

	Hot
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                                    Booking.com
                                Booking.com - Save 15% or more  + 4% extra cashback credit for NHS

    New year, new adventures 
 Enter code prior to searching for your hotel in the 'Unlock Special Deals' box 
 Free cancellations & flexible bookings available at selected properties

	Exclusive
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                                    loveholidays
                                loveholidays - Up to £250 off + £25 extra NHS discount

    Book with confidence 
 £29pp low deposit options & pay monthly

	Hot
	Exclusive
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                                    JD Sports
                                JD Sports - 10% off Womenswear for NHS

    Exclusions apply
 Online only 
 Use code at checkout

	Hot
	Exclusive
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                                    Harvester
                                Harvester - Kids eat for £1

    Monday - Friday only 
Book through the app 
 Show code to server when ordering

	Ends 12th Apr 2024
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                                    Toby Carvery
                                Toby Carvery - Kids eat for £1

    Monday - Friday only 
 Show code to server when ordering

	Ends 12th Apr 2024
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                                    Coggles
                                Designer Fashion, Homeware and Beauty - 10% NHS discount

    + free standard delivery 
 Use code at checkout

	Ends 31st Dec 2024
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                                    Bupa
                                Bupa Private Health Insurance - 10% NHS discount

    Quote code on the phone to receive your discount

	Exclusive
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                                    Howden Insurance
                                Motor Insurance - NHS save today + free excess protection

    The UK's largest insurance brokers offering a wide range of insurance products 
 4.8/5 stars on Trustpilot³
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                                    Marshmallow
                                Marshmallow Car Insurance - £75 NHS discount on your car insurance policy

    Use code to receive your exclusive discount

	Exclusive
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                                    Admiral
                                Admiral - 10% off Admiral Travel Insurance

    Use code at checkout for your exclusive NHS discount
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                                Which? Wills Services - Power of Attorney From Only £69.30

    All prices include discount

	Exclusive
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                                Which? Wills Services - Will Writing & Estate Planning From £69

    All prices shown include discount

	Exclusive
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                                    Wagestream
                                Flexible access to your pay before payday - Plus get a free Costa coffee

    Simply sign up by 31 March 2024 to receive a free Costa coffee


A tool that supports responsible financial behaviour by helping you budget effectively
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                                    Health Service Borrowing
                                Personal Loans - Lend between £500 - £25,000

    Compare your loan options from Aro’s trusted panel of lenders.
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                                    Reward Mobile
                                Apple iPhone 15 - £0 upfront + £27.60 a month

    100GB data, unlimited mins & unlimited texts


36 month contract on EE

	Exclusive
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                                    Reward Mobile
                                Apple iPhone 15 - £0 upfront + £43.20 a month

    Unlimited data, unlimited mins & unlimited texts


24 month contract on EE

	Exclusive
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                                    Reward Mobile
                                Samsung Galaxy S24 - £0 upfront + £32.40 a month

    36 month contract, available on EE.

	Exclusive
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                                    Reward Mobile
                                Samsung S24+ - £0 upfront + £43.20 a month

    36 month contract, available on EE.

	Exclusive
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                                    Motor Source
                                Renault Captur - NHS save up to £2,858.06

    1.0 TCE 90 Techno 5dr 
 Price: £20,136.94. Was: £22,995
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                                    Carwow
                                Carwow - Get a great price for your car online

    Get an average of £1,000 more for your car than market price*

	New
	Sale
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                                    Motor Source
                                BMW 3 Series - NHS Save £3,429.50

    Saloon 320i M Sport 4dr Step Auto 
Price: £38,025.50 Was:£41,455.
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                                    Motor Source
                                Motor Source - NHS save an average of £6,019 on your new car

    Exclusive offers with Nationwide delivery 
 5-Star rated customer experience
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                                    Hayu
                                Hayu - 7 day free trial

    Sign up today for your free trial

	Sale
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                                Paramount+ - 7 day free trial

    Sign up today for your free trial

	Sale
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                                MGM - 7 day free trial

    Sign up today for your free trial
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                                    Discovery Kids
                                Discovery Kids - 7 day free trial

    Sign up today for your free trial

	Sale
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		"Helping those who help others by making their lives easier and making their money go further" 

 

Health Service Discounts (previously NHS discounts) is an employee benefit provider for NHS employees and retired healthcare staff. From holidays to car insurance, mobile phones to fashion we offer exclusive deals from top names like Jet2holidays, Clarks, Hoseasons and Apple.

We are a committed and hardworking business who are passionate and proud of our ability to secure and promote great deals and discounts from a network of commercial partners from which we earn revenue.

Occasionally partners may increase or decrease the offer value, in which case the discount we are showing may be incorrect. We try to ensure the data provided is accurate and up to date, though we do not accept liability for any errors or omissions.

And it's absolutely FREE to join! 





If you want to read the T&Cs we keep them HERE. 
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				We support the 
Cavell Nurses Trust, 

Find out more HERE.

	

    
									

			

		

			
		

	

	
		
								
		
										Contact us
										Advertise with us
										Cookie policy
										Privacy policy
						

		
			Copyright 2021. All rights reserved. Registered under the Data Protection Act. Registration No. Z4867545. Health Service Discounts is a trading style of Network Digital Marketing Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (674691). Network Digital Marketing Limited a company registered in England and Wales, Company Registration Number 04009390. Our Registered Office is at Unit 3 First Floor Glass House Business Park, Glass House Road, Wigan, Lancashire, England, WN3 6GL. Network Digital Marketing acts as a credit broker and not a lender. If you take out a loan or credit card, we may receive payment from the broker or lender. We may receive different amounts from different brokers and lenders and the payment we receive will be either a fixed amount or a percentage of the amount you borrow.
		

	

    
							

	




    















    